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From back cover: For more than 50 years, the Peterson Field Guides have set the standard for

excellence. The Unique Peterson Identification System has never been surpassed as a tool for field

identification and has led millions to a better understanding of the natural world. With over 35

guides, the Peterson Series is also by far the most complete. From Birds to fishes, rocks to stars,

animal tracks to edible plants, there is a Peterson Guide to almost everything outdoors. A Field

Guide To The Moths Of Eastern North America: * Detailed description of over 1,300 species,

representing all the families known to occur in our area. * Photographs of 1,300 moths--650 in

color--plus 74 line drawings. * Instructions for collecting and preserving specimens, and how to rear

your own moths from eggs or caterpillars. * End-papers showing details of moth anatomy useful for

identification, and characteristic silhouettes of moths at rest. * Up-to-date information on range, flight

season, and food plants.
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Roger Tory Peterson, one of the world&#39;s greatest naturalists, received every major award for

ornithology, natural science, and conservation, as well as numerous honorary degrees, medals, and

citations, including the Presidential Medal of Freedom. The Peterson Identification System has been

called the greatest invention since binoculars, and the Peterson Field GuidesÃ‚Â® are credited with

helping to set the stage for the environmental movement.



My 11-year-old daughter and I are avid Moth-ers and spend hours deep into the night identifying

and looking at moths in the summer. We found that the general bug books weren't giving us enough

of the species we were seeing, and this book has been a terrific help. The pics are great in the book

and exceedingly helpful in identifying a moth that's fluttering around your porch lights. It has also

made my "I-hate-reading" kid become more interested in books, I think, because she has no

problem looking moths up on her own, and trying to pronounce the names. It's terrific!

Far below what I consider the normal Peterson Field Guide standards.Many pictures are black and

white and are cut off at the edge of the page.I was expecting a much better presentation of moths

by a Peterson Field Guide.

Now superseded by the new Peterson Field Guide, but still useful.For years this was the definitive

field guide for moths. I was lucky to find thislibrary copy in excellent condition and at a low

price.Some of illustrations are somewhat hard to see, but once you learn how to useit, this can be a

very helpful guide.

I am a novice learning about observing birds, butterflies, and moths. I have a number of useful

books on birds and butterflies to compare against. Moths are quite a challenge to identify with so

much variety.In this book, the images are a little small, and the spread wing photos of dead moths

are a little challenging for me to compare to my live shots with the wings tucked in. Maybe as I

mature in this area I will be able to use the descriptions and photos more effectively. Not many other

moth books out there, so I would recommend the book to other novices, but don't expect as much

as the more common birding and butterfly books.

This is the definitive work on Eastern Moths. If you have any interest in making a good ID then just

get this.

This is a guide that comes well recommended, but has been out of print for a long time. Finding it

wasn't very easy. That said, if you have an interests in moths, you really need a guide and this

might be the best of what's available. There are about 960 birds in North America. There are over

10,500 moths in the same geographic space. And they are sometimes distractingly difficult to

differentiate. So, there IS a definite need for a comprehensive field guide...which this is.A modern

guide with large, color illustrations would be a blessing but this is what is available. There is no



doubt that there is a great deal of excellent data here, but visually, it's the old format and really

could use revamping. (Anyone listening?) The illustrations are clustered in the center of the guide

with descriptions and related text in both the front and the rear of the guide. It's cumbersome and

slower to make comparisons or identifications this way. Just about all of the images are of pinned

specimens. This is NOT how one would see them in the field. It DOES give you a good view of both

for and hind wings, but we rarely ever see them like this. The color illustrations are pretty good but a

bit small. The B & W illustrations (the majority) are really tough for all but the largest or most obvious

field marks. I don't find these useful most of the time.It would be a huge undertaking to modernize

and reissue this field guide with larger, clear color illustrations, and perhaps even range maps, but it

would be a great thing to do, and, I'm sure, would be readily accepted by those who have an

interest in moths.All in all, it's a useful guide with a great deal of excellent data, but it's just waiting

for some extremely ambitious person to bring it up to date. Perhaps this should be done as a 2

volume set...Eastern and Western. In that way, so much data would more easily fit into guides that

are easily pocketed and taken into the field.

great reference book

There are far more species of moths than there are of butterflies. If you ever hope to identify any of

them and learn something about them this book is a must. Fast delivery, too.
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